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Abstract 
This paper describes the language resources used in the project Larflast1 and their role in the Web-based prototype STyLE (Scientific 
Terminology Learning Environment) which supports adaptive learning of English financial terminology with a target group of adults, 
non-native speakers with intermediate level of English proficiency. Larflast attempts to improve the language learning process by 
intelligent integration of advanced natural language technologies (deep semantic analysis of free utterances and personalised 
information retrieval) into a single coherent system. The learning environment STyLE is implemented as a self-tuition workbench 
which offers a number of drills testing learner's comprehension of financial terminology and assessing his/her knowledge. User 
evaluation showed the positive and negative features of our approach in general and STyLE in particular. The conclusion is that 
language technologies have a long way to go, until they find the proper wrappings for integration of advanced applications and the 
necessary resources into useful systems. 
 

1 Learning Foreign Language Scientific Terminology, a Copernicus'98 Joint Research Project, funded by the European Commission in 
1998-2001, with partners CBLU Leeds, UK; UMIST Manchester, UK; LIRM Montpellier, France; Academy of Sciences, 
Romania; Simferopol University, Ukrain; Sofia University and Virtech Ltd., Bulgaria. 

1. Introduction 
Computer-Aided Language Learning (CALL) is a hot area 
of research but no universal solutions are attained so far 
regarding the most desired features like learner-system 
communication in Natural Language (NL) and adequate 
processing of learner’s language errors. The market 
applications of CALL systems are often perceived by 
learners and teachers as dumb and inflexible, which is 
demotivating for the learner and restricts the independent 
use of CALL systems considerably (Murphy & McTear, 
1997). However, supporting free NL input requires 
integration of sophisticated techniques for semantic 
analysis, esp. parsing and checking the semantic 
correctness of the learners’ answers. A number of 
prototypes try to support (almost free) NL input but “so 
few of these systems have passed the concept 
demonstration phase” (Holland & Kaplan & Sams, 1995). 
The early prototypes in the classical collection (Holland & 
Kaplan & Sams, 1995) contain mostly modules for 
checking students' competence in vocabulary, 
morphology, and correct syntax usage (parsers). The most 
sophisticated semantic analysis is embedded in 
BRIDGE/MILT which matches the learner’s utterance (a 
lexical conceptual structure) against the prestored 
expected lexical conceptual structures in a dialog based on 
question-answering scenario (Dorr et all, 1995). The 
authors point out that the syntactic and semantic 
correctness of the student utterances have to be checked as 
well as the appropriateness of the answer at the given 
dialog point (therefore matching to expectations is a good 
solution). More recent systems like CASTLE in 
(RECALL 1997) and SLALOM (McCoy et all. 1996) still 
focus on spelling, morphological, and syntactic errors. 
Another example is CIRCSIM-Tutor (Glass, 2000) which 
expects quite short answers, permissively extracts 
whatever is needed and ignores the rest. Recent systems 

rely on (spoken) dialog, partial and/or incremental 
analysis, and combine rule-based and data-driven 
approaches (see e.g. (VanLehn et all 2002) and (Rose et 
all, 2002)) without much progress in checking the 
correctness and the appropriateness of the learners’ 
utterances. To conclude, the present CALL solutions 
especially for semantic analysis are far from being perfect. 
 
This paper presents the language resources in STyLE 
where, most generally, semantic analysis is systematically 
approached and personalised Information Retrieval (IR) is 
dynamically tuned to the content of the learner model. 
STyLE integrates formal semantic techniques for 
maintaining student input as free text. Up to our 
knowledge, STyLE is the only system that attempts 
proving the appropriateness of the learner utterance in real 
time, based on predefined minimal and maximal expected 
answer. Focusing on domain knowledge we invested 
much effort in the acquisition on the conceptual resources 
which were encoded as conceptual graphs (Sowa, 1984). 
STyLE is a coherent environment where the student 
accomplishes three basic tasks:  

(i) reading teaching materials, 
(ii) performing test drills and  
(iii) discussing her own learner model with the 

system. 
An initial user study (Vitanova, 1999) investigated how 
erroneous answers appear in terminology learning. Errors 
are usually caused by the following reasons: 

• Language errors (spelling, morphology, syntax); 
• Question misunderstanding which causes wrong 

answer; 
• Correct question understanding, but absent 

knowledge of the correct term, which implies 
usage of paraphrases and generalisation instead of 
the expected answer; 



• Correct question understanding, but absent 
domain knowledge, which implies specialisation, 
partially correct answers, incomplete answers and 
wrong answers. 

This classification influenced considerably the design of 
the knowledge-based tutoring environment STyLE which 
assists non-native English speakers in English 
terminology learning. More details about STyLE 
components, functionality, architecture, and 
implementation are given in (Angelova et all, 2002). 
 
The paper describes only the resources and technologies 
developed by the Bulgarian team in Larflast and is 
structured as follows. Sections 2, 3 and 4 discuss the three 
kinds of language resources in STyLE and give hints 
about their role in the learning process, their volume and 
the relevant technologies using the resources. Section 5 
presents the evaluation results and the conclusion. 

2. Terminology as a Conceptual Resource 
The learning environment STyLE contains terminology 
organised as a conceptual hierarchy linked to the lexicon. 
We consider the distinction between the conceptual and 
the lexical resources as very important, since it imposes 
differences in the internal representation, the techniques 
providing the internal processing and the role of the two 
resources in the learning process. There are two important 
requirements imposed on the conceptual representation: 
firstly, it should be clear and intuitive enough to be shown 
to the learner with pedagogical purposes and should allow 
for simple graphical visualisation and secondly, it should 
be sofisticated enough to serve as an input to the natural 
language understanding component, providing the 
semantic analysis of the learner's answers. Acquiring the 
domain knowledge in this project was an effort-
consuming manual activity which required proper goal-
oriented combination of middle and upper models from 
well-known knowledge resources like CyC, WordNet, 
MikroKosmos, Sensus etc. We show that in a practically 
situated task-dependent paradigm, most ontological choi-
ces like granularity of concept types, choice of conceptual 
relations, engineering of the explicit and implicit 
hierarchy, etc. are influenced by the task requirements. 

Ontological Choices for Acquisition of the Type 
Hierarchy 
Looking for more universal principles and solutions, 
knowledge acquisition aims at the elaboration of a 
knowledge base fitting to the specific project goals. We 
consider the choices described below as task-dependent 
because there might be other ways to model the same 
domain. Acquiring the domain model, we try to answer 
questions like: which concepts, relations and facts are 
important for the STyLE learner? as well as how should 
knowledge be encoded in order to better satisfy the 
specific project requirements? 

One of the reasons to support explicitly a type hierarchy is 
that some fragments of the domain knowledge are shown 
to the learner (visualised as domain facts) when student's 
misconceptions are detected. This means that the student 
observes almost directly the internal structure of the 
knowledge base. Because of this project-specific aspect, 
we partition the types in the ontology according to the 

features which seem to imply the most important 
characterstics and differentiation to be communicated to 
the learner (a foreigner who studies English financial 
terms). So we omit types that are considered insignificant 
to the student. Let us consider Fig. 1 which presents a 
fragment of the type hierarchy for SECURITY. Another 
possible classification for SECURITies can be built with 
respect to the issuing authority. But we consider the 
distinction BOND-STOCK as the central one to be taught 
to our learners and therefore ISSUING_AUTHORITY is 
connected to SECURITY as a feature of the concept. 
 
We choose label-terms whenever possible. Most financial 
terms are noun phrases (NPs) containing more than one 
word. All concept types in Fig. 1 are real terms in 
financial dictionaries, which are to be considered in the 
terminology learning course (but there are also some 
labels, such as PRODUCT_OF_FINANCIAL_MARKET, 
that are not real-life terms). It might be misleading to 
arbitrarily synthesize “dummy labels” for providing a 
more ordered ontology, because the visualisation to the 
learner might give rise of wrong impressions and 
misconceptions about external collocations of financial 
terms. So, we prefer to synthesize somewhat explanatory 
dummy labels (phrases like ISSUED_BY_A_COMPANY 
instead of COMPANY_SECURITY). To summarise, in 
the hierarchy we place either label terms, or explanatory 
dummy labels. 

Encoding Different Kinds of Partitions in One 
Hierarchy 
There are many ways to partition a domain, at least 
because of the different goals and the numerous possible 
view-points that might exist. The compact hierarchy in 
Fig. 1 encodes several kinds of partitions in one lattice, by 
assigning one isa_kind clause per partition. We use a 
predicate isa_kind/4 (see examples in Fig. 1): 

isa_kind(PartitionedType, [Subtype(s)], 
[PartitionKind(s)], ‘PartitionName’). 

The fourth argument of isa_kind is a text string to be 
shown when displaying the “legend” of the partition color 
to the learner. A visualisation fragment is given in Fig. 2 
which uses the interface of the knowledge acquisition tool 
in Larflast (Dobrev&Toutanova, 2000) Focusing on a 
single concept, graphical representation of different 
classification perspectives with different colors is shown 
as a simple and natural way for system-learner 
communication. 
 
In the LARFLAST project, we considered the ontological 
perspectives of natural and role partitions. Natural 
subconcepts are classified according to unchangeable 
features while roles are distinguished according to 
temporary features. For instance, in the world of finances, 
one DEALER can be a BULL and/or a BEAR for 
different clients, so the classification DEALER is BULL 
and/or BEAR is a role partition. We mix all partitions into 
one hierarchy, as shown in Fig.1, and distinguish them 
only by the corresponding isa_kind predicate. In a similar 
way, we mix the disjoint/joint partitions and the 
exhaustive/non-exhaustive partitions in the same 
hierarchy. The default partition in Fig. 1 is a joint and 
unexhaustive classification into natural types.



Figure 1. Ontology of terminological units and isa_kind perspectives. 

 

Figure 2. Visualisation of the ontology. Perspectives are marked by colors. Clicking on a type shows its partitions. 
 



Our present knowledge acquisition experience shows that 
there are no simple choices in the extremely complex 
domain of finances. One needs mixed perspectives in the 
internal complicated hierarchy. However, the learner is 
shown a simplified and partial view to a small sub-
hierarchy, which is relevant to the subject discussed at the 
current pedagogical situation. 

Granularity of concepts and conceptual relations 
STyLE integrates PARASITE as a drill-checking machine 
which means that the NL semantics is treated 
compositionally, word by word, with basic granularity of 
meanings as defined by word senses. Thus we need a 
formal technique for shifting the conceptual granularity, to 
assure that the domain semantics of “complex” objects is 
translated correctly to “one-word” meaning postulates. 
The shifting technique we use is implemented by 
ontological operations like type expansion and type 
contraction (Sowa, 1984). For instance, the type relation 
ISSUED_BY is defined as follows (the next proposition is 
called type definition): 

relation ISSUED_BY(x,y) is 
[ISSUE] -> (AGNT) -> [ISSUING_AUTHORITY: y]

-> (THEME) -> [SECURITY: x]
In this way we obtain facts with suitable “cascade” 
granularity: one encoding to be shown to the learner, for 
instance when visualise ISSUED_BY in the fact 

[BOND]-> (ISSUED_BY)-> [COMPANY] 
and another encoding with the corresponding word-by-
word granularity, provided by type expansion (which 
corresponds to the granularity of the meaning postulates. 
The careful ontological elaboration at such a depth required 
much time-consuming efforts of knowledge engineers, 
language teaching experts and domain experts. 

Role of the terminological grid 
STyLE prototype uses about 300 English terms in 
financial markets, organised in a lattice built according to 
the different perspectives of the is-a relation (hyponyms, 
hyperonyms). The terminological hierarchy is the resource 
supporting the adaptive navigation through the 
pedagogical material, while the pedagogical agent plans 
learner's moves by suggestions for performing drills or 
further readings in case of wrong and incomplete answers 
and necessity to acquire more knowledge on a certain 
topic. Terms as words are the topics to be thought and 
they are searched in the repository of relevant texts from 
Internet, which become suggested readings if the filtering 
procedures decide so. Terms as conceptual labels 
participate as well in the Learner Model, where 
indications about the student performances to all drills are 
kept (after performing drills, indications like know,
not_know, and know_wrongly are stored for every user 
and every term, for details see (Angelova et all., 2002)). 

3. Resources encoding lexical semantics 
STyLE integrates the system Parasite (developed in 
UMIST by Allan Ramsay, see (Ramsay&Seville, 2000)). 
In this section we discuss briefly the lexicon entries, 
which describe the terms as words, and the meaning 
postulates which define the lexical semantics of the terms 
(as we said, we distinguish between the conceptual and 
lexical semantics). Other linguistic resources like English 
grammar rules are integrated in Parasite as well, to 

provide the syntax and semantic analysis, but we do not 
consider them here. 
 
The lexicon entries are defined in Prolog clauses and 
terms are entered there as nouns, verbs and adjectives to 
describe their morphological features. In fact, as STyLE is 
implemented in Prolog, the coincidences of the labels 
provide the links between the concepts in the type 
hierarchy and the words in the lexicon entries. We are 
interested here in the meaning postulates which are 
encoded manually and define the lexical semantics of the 
general lexica and the terms in the closed world of the 
project. Let us consider first several simple examples of 
meaning postulates for common words expressing facts 
that apples are fruits (but also have the role of food) and 
all birds fly:

lexicalMP(forall(X, apple(X) => (X is fruit) & soft(X))  ). 
 
lexicalMP(criterial(lambda(X, apple(X)), lambda(Y,food(Y)))  ). 
 
lexicalMP(forall(X :: {bird(X)}, fly(X))  ). 
 
Further examples of meaning postulates show the way we 
define the semantics of financial terms, for instance 
 
lexicalMP(forall(P1:: {bank(P1)}, (P1 is institutions))  ). 
 
lexicalMP( 
forall(X::{budget(X)},  
 plan(X) & financial(X) & 
 exists(Y::{summarize(Y)},  
 exists(I::{income(I)}, theta(Y,$object,I) & 
 exists(E::{expenditure(E)}, theta(Y,$object,E) & 
 exists(T::{period(T)}, theta(Y, $over, T))))))   ). 
 
lexicalMP( 
forall(X::{capacity(X)},  
 maximum(X) & 
 exists(Y::{produce(Y)},  
 exists(Z::{firm(Z)}, theta(Y,$agent,Z) & 
 forall(U::{unit(U)}, theta(Y,$object,U) & count(U,X)))))  ). 
 
lexicalMP( 
forall(P1:: {company(P1)}, (P1 is institutions))  ). 
 
lexicalMP( 
forall(X::{expenditure(X)},  
 money(X) & 
 exists(Y::{spend(Y)}, theta(Y,$object,X)))  ). 
 
lexicalMP( 
forall(X :: {export(X)},  
 (good(X) or service(X))  
 & exists(Y :: {sell(Y)}, theta(Y,object,X)  
 & exists(Z :: {theta(Y, agent,Z)},   
 exists(ZC :: {country(ZC)}, location(Z, ZC)  
 & exists(T::{buyer(T)}, theta(Y,$to,T)  
 & exists(TC::{country(TC)},  
 location(T, TC)  
 & not(ZC = TC)  
 & forall(D :: {to(X, D) & country(D)}, 
 TC = D)))))))  ). 
 



Please note that the meaning postulates impose a hidden 
hierarchy of lexical meanings which however is different 
from the conceptual hierarchy as the latter reflects all 
perspectives interesting for the learners and assigns labels 
to these perspectives, to provide multiple inheritance 
along the different lattice branches. No doubt the two 
lattices – the ontological and the lexical one - are similar 
at an abstract level, in the sense that they contain the same 
information, as the conceptual partition features can be 
alternatively encoded as attributes of the words in the 
lexical hierarchy. In our case, however, we included more 
knowledge in the ontology as we preferred to use the 
visualisation utilities elaborated especially for the project, 
and thus to show to the learner more information in 
graphical format. 
 
STyLE contains about 150 logical expressions which are 
either distributed with the Parasite system or developed in 
Larflast. They describe the semantics of words expected in 
the utterances, which answer to especially designed drills 
where the student is allowed to write down free text. 
Every free text input is first processed by the system 
Parasite which checks the syntax and the semantic 
correctness of the learner's free text input. After a logical 
form is produced – which happens for linguistically 
correct utterances only – an additional prover called 
STyLE-Parasite checks whether the logical form of the 
answer is “between” the logical forms of the predefined 
minimal and maximal expected answers for the current 
drill (Angelova et all, 2002). The comprehensive 
diagnostics allows to recognise cases like answer 
generalisation, answer specialisation, paraphrases using 
the concept definition, incomplete answer, partically 
correct and wrong answer. This sophisticated tool makes 
STyLE a very powerful environment (from formal 
linguistic perspective), which goes very deeply into the 
semantic processing compared to other systems. Fig. 3 
illustrates the diagnostics options. 
 

1. correct answer 2.
a) incomplete answer
b) specialisation
c) paraphrase using the concept definition

3.
a) partially correct answer
b) generalisation

4. partially correct answer

5. wrong answer

Legend: Answer logical form

Kernel - Minimal correct

Cover - Maximal correct

6. wrong answer

7. partially correct answer 8. wrong answer

 

Figure 3. Diagnostics of conceptual errors 
 

4. Collection of free texts 
Trying to dynamically retrieve documents from widely-
known financial sites, STyLE uses advanced filtering to 
determine the most relevant documents to be 
recommended as “suggested readings” in a particular 
learning situation. In this way STyLE can enlarge and 
continuously update its text archive. Agents - Web spiders 
search and deliver texts that correspond to some list of 
given keywords (the terminology covered by the prototype 
STyLE). These documents are stored on system’s servers 
and periodically updated by newer documents with higher 
relevance scores. The filtering process is off-line 
performed by an original implementation of Latent 
Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Landauer et all, 1998; 
Deerwester et all, 1990)). It analyses all texts collected 
from the Web and generates a relevance measure for each 
text with respect to each of the terms in question. Only the 
documents whose proximity is higher than some threshold 
are kept and the others are discarded. Complex terms 
(consisting of more than one word) are placed as one term 
in the LSA matrix. Only the top most relevant documents 
for each of the domain terms are kept. An annotation table 
supports fast access to the STyLE archive, containing the 
key terms together with a list of their best corresponding 
relevant documents. Practically we work only with terms 
tested in exercises, because only these terms can appear as 
unknown or known_wrongly in the learning module and 
therefore only for them relevant readings are suggested. 
 
STyLE text archive contains 800 most relevant readings, 
which are html-pages containing mostly text (we excluded 
tables and other information that signals prevailing 
technical content). These texts are offered as suggested 
readings but are also used for building dynamic 
concordances which show samples of terms usages to the 
learner. The latter samples may be displayed in cases of 
language errors to drills where the student makes 
linguistic mistakes. Choosing this option (view samples) is 
up to the student. The dynamism of the text collection 
ensures the appearance of new samples, which makes the 
browsing interesting at every run. 

5. Evaluation and Conclusion 
Technically, from a learner’s perspective, STyLE is a set 
of Web-pages containing exercises and readings. The 
embedded applications and components like Parasite, 
STyLE-parasite, generation of xml-pages, LSA, web-
spiders run behind the scene or off-line. STyLE was tested 
by (i) two groups of university students in finance with 
intermediate knowledge of English, (ii) their university 
lecturers in English, and (iii) a group of students in 
English philology. STyLE was evaluated as a CALL-tool 
for self-tuition and other autonomous class-room 
activities, i.e as an integral part of a course in “English for 
Special Purposes”. The learners could test their 
knowledge through the specially designed exercises, 
compare their answers with the correct ones using the 
generated feedback (immediate, concrete and time-saving, 
it comes in summary form which is crucial in order to 
accomplish the use of STyLE autonomously) and extract 
additional information from the suggested readings and 
concordancers. 
 



Users liked the feedback after performing drills, 
immediately after they prompted erroneous answers to 
exercises where this term appears. All of them evaluated 
positively the visualisation of the hierarchy as well as the 
surrounding context of texts and terms usages organised in 
a concordancer which is dynamically built and centered 
on the terms discussed at the particular learning situation. 
The teachers were very pleased to have concordancers 
with contiguously updated term usages; they would gladly 
see such a language resource integrated in a further 
authoring tool, because searching suitable texts in Internet 
is a difficult and time-consuming task. Indirectly, these 
positive reactions show that the idea to keep separately the 
conceptual representation is a fruitful one, as it allows for 
easy visualisation as well as for a terminology-centred 
design of the dialog, the navigation choices, the 
suggestion of further moves and so on. 
 
We concentrated especially on the evaluation of the free 
NL input, which attempted to provide complete NL 
diagnostics and is the most serious in CALL at present (up 
to our knowledge). Unfortunately the learners were not 
very enthusiastic regarding these modules, as they permit 
relatively restricted simply input and do not go beyond the 
human capacity of the teacher. The learners were not 
impressed that for instance the sentence “primary market 
operates with newly issued securities and provides new 
investments” is correct since it is between the minimal 
answer “primary market operates with newly issued 
securities” and the maximal answer “primary market 
operates with newly issued securities and provides new 
investments and its goal is to raise capitals”. The main 
disappointment of learners and teachers is that STyLE 
cannot answer why, i.e. Parasite and STyLE-Parasite 
provide extremely comprehensive diagnostic about the 
error type but not about the error reason. Fortunately, all 
users liked the fact that there were numerous examples of 
terms usages in real texts whenever morphological or 
syntax errors were encountered in the free NL input. So 
we conclude with certain pessimism concerning the 
appropriateness of formal semantic approaches in CALL 
today and much optimism that data-driven corpus 
techniques, if properly applied, fit quite well to the 
adaptive CALL. A possible improvement of the current 
paradigm for formal analysis is to switch to partial 
semantic analysis, which – at the level of the interface - 
will give more flexibility to the students to enter phrases 
instead of full sentences. What is still desirable regarding 
the filtering module is to restrict the genre of the 
suggested readings since the current texts are freely 
collected from the Internet and some of them should be 
used as teaching materials (LSA cannot recognise the text 
educational appropriateness since it considers the terms 
occurrences only; other supervised IR techniques like text 
categorisation might improve the filtering if they are 
properly integrated). 
 
The conclusion is that teachers as well as learners like 
CALL systems that are easy to integrate in the typical 
educational tasks, i.e. the area of language learning has 
well-established traditions and the experimental software 
is well-accepted only if it is really useful and facilitates 
the learning process. Our feeling is that all attempts to 
integrate language technologies in CALL should be 
closely related to testing the laboratory software with real 

students. At the same time cooperation with teachers is an 
obligatory condition as the necessary pedagogical 
background is often missing in the research environments 
where normally the NLP applications and language 
resources appear. Language technologies have a long way 
to go, until they find the proper wrappings for integration 
of advanced applications and the necessary resources into 
useful CALL systems. 
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